Cryotherapy: the dry benefits

Abstract

Cryotherapy is use of cold to decrease pain, muscle spasm and temperature to name a few. It is often used to prevent swelling and for muscle recovery following strenuous activity. Most cryotherapy devices (ice packs, ice massage and cold whirlpool) are delivered via a wet medium. Cryosauna uses a dry medium of nitrogen vapor. The patient stands in a cylinder that covers every body part except the head. The vapor is emitted for 3 minutes at a temperature of minus 250F. Users of cryosauna state that this treatment aids in recovery of strenuous activity. This paper will introduce the cryosauna, effects and benefits of this device and a step by step procedure used to deliver this unique form of dry cryotherapy.
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Introduction

Cryotherapy is the application of a device or substance with a temperature less than body temperature, thus causing heat to pass from the body to the cryotherapy device. In Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, cryotherapy is administered via ice packs, ice massage, cold whirlpool, cryokinetics, cryostretch, cold compression devices, contrast baths and ice slush. The physiological effects of cryotherapy are:

- a. Vasoconstriction
- b. Decreased temperature
- c. Tissue destruction (at -20°C to -70°C)
- d. Increased or decreased inflammation
- e. Decreased metabolism
- f. Decreased or increased pain
- g. Decreased nerve conduction
- h. Decreased blood flow
- A. Decreased muscle spasm
- B. Increased tissue stiffness
- C. Decreased arthrogenic muscle inhibition
- D. Decreased circulation

The devices previously listed are known as spot cryotherapy, meaning they focus their energy on 1 or 2 spots on the body. Whole Body Cryotherapy includes a device referred to as cryosauna. The cryosauna involves having the patient stand in a hollow cylinder that emits a nitrogen vapor within the cylinder at 80psi from a large insulated tank. The vapor is created via a heating and cooling transfer process that the technology emits. The cold vapor is applied to the body for 1.5 to 3 minutes at -250 degrees F (-156.66 degrees C). It is a safe and healthy process that accelerates the body’s natural healing powers while energizing the body and improving overall wellbeing. The 3 minute hyper-cooling process lowers the skin’s temperature by 30 degrees F or more from baseline temperature. This accelerates muscle recovery while producing a rush of endorphins about 4-5 times normal levels. There is also a small release of dopamine into the system. This cutting-edge technology is quickly becoming a staple for professional and collegiate sports teams, often replacing the ice bath. Whole body cryotherapy has been around for decades. It originated in Japan in 1978 and then migrated into Europe. It was introduced in the United States in 2010. The company that pioneered Full Body Cryotherapy in the United States was CryoHealthCare located in Hollywood, California. Many sports recovery establishments are acquiring this hyper cold technology in order to help their athletes recover more effectively.

Benefits of cryosauna

Specific effects attributed to the cryosauna are:

- a. Pain relief
- b. Decreased inflammation
- c. Increased metabolism
- d. Endorphin release
- e. Healing
- f. Relief of arthritic conditions
- g. Relief of acute and chronic injuries
- h. Improved sense of well-being
- i. Increased venous pressure
- j. Exercise recovery
- k. Burning of about 300 calories
- l. Preventing muscle soreness
- m. Improved parasympathetic activity
- n. Increased stroke volume
- o. Enhanced running performance
- p. Decreased core body temperature

The Juka cryosauna (Figure 1) is produced by CryoHealthCare, one of the oldest innovative cryosauna companies in the industry. Their
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most innovative sauna on the market as of 2016 allows for the patient to see the temperature at the time in the cryosauna while they are standing in the cylinder. There is another form of dry cryotherapy that uses a nitrogen vapor as its medium (spot cryotherapy). Its advantages over the cryosauna are that it is portable, easy to use and only the part that is treated will get cold. Also there is no disrobing required by the patient. The disadvantages of spot cryotherapy compared to the cryosauna are that the whole body isn’t treated so there is less muscle recovery experienced from using the device.

Figure 1 The Juka cryosauna.

Application

The following will give you a step by step experience of what to expect when coming to a Cryotherapy Spa. We will also share a few examples where the cryosauna has made a real impact.

Step 1

The first thing is the need for the elements that will allow the cryosauna to get this cold (nitrogen). Nitrogen normally is a gas that will only last as a liquid inside the tank the patient resides in. There is usually about an 8% blow off each day that the nitrogen resides in the tank. Since the need for the cryosauna is liquid nitrogen it is vital that the sooner the nitrogen is used, the better it is for the company providing this benefit. There are 2 types of tanks, a large tank that rests usually outside the structural facility on a concrete slab that is designed to hold the weight of the tank when it is completely filled with nitrogen. Inside the clinic there are tanks that hold about 230 L per tank. There are significant benefits to utilizing this type of system, one of which is that the tank can be filled any time during the day or night which allows for there to be zero issues for the business during or after work hours. It also allows for less nitrogen waste as there is less “blow off”. The cryosauna then takes about 3 to 5 minutes to prepare for the session to start.

Step 2

The client prepares for the session by changing into a robe, knee high socks, slippers and gloves. Male patients dress down to their briefs while women dress down completely, or wear a bathing suit. No metal or jewelry is to be warning in the cryosauna due to how cold the temperatures are inside the cylinder.

Step 3

When the cryosauna is ready the clinician providing the therapy helps the patient into the sauna and then raises the patient to the appropriate level (Figure 2). The patient then removes the robe and hands it to the clinician. The patient will be in the cryosauna generally between 1.5 minutes to 3 minutes. As a patient does Full Body Cryotherapy often the body regulates and is able to stay in the cryosauna longer. The most that one session can last is 3 minutes.

Figure 2 Patient in the cryosauna.

Step 4

When the session is over clinician cracks, the door open is slightly to allow the nitrogen vapor to release from within the chamber. The robe is then handed back to the patient and the clinician then shuts the door while the patient puts the robe back on.

Step 5

After the session it is recommended to increase the heart rate of the client through activity so that the strongest and most beneficial response takes place in the patient’s body. This can be accomplished via a vibration plate, a treadmill, a stationary exercise bike, or just regular pushups, or sit-ups, etc.

Indications and contraindications

Indications specifically for cryosauna include:

- Pain
- Inflammation
- Unhealed tissue
- Arthritis
- Lack of energy
- Swelling
- Muscle spasm

Contraindications for cryosauna:

- Pregnancy
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b. Untreated hypothyroidism
c. Chronic respiratory disease
d. Severe hypertension
e. Cardiovascular disease
f. Recent stroke
g. Uncontrolled seizure
h. Fever
i. Bleeding disorders
j. Infection
k. Claustrophobia
l. Intolerance to cold
m. Incontinence

Discussion

The athletic population has been particularly interested in the potential positive effects on both minimizing muscle soreness and on recovery of muscle strength, endurance and power following training and exercise. The majority of claims are anecdotal regarding the efficacy of whole body cryotherapy. There is, however, a lack of data that supports whole body cryotherapy in its ability to reduce muscle soreness, or improve recovery after exercise.23 There have been no quantitative findings to date, relative to muscle endurance, strength and power to support the use of whole body cryotherapy or partial body cryotherapy in aiding recovery from exercise.24

Conclusion

Cryosauna is a relatively new and safe modality to be used when the benefits of cold therapy are wanted. There are several way to deliver cold to the body, however, these all use water as the medium and treat 1 or 2 parts of the body. A way to treat the whole body with dry cold is with Whole Body Cryotherapy. Using this technique, it will provide for many positive physiological effects to a large area.
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